
Freedom now

The BBC’s wish to avoid singing “Britons never never never shall be slaves”
speaks volumes about how hostile to freedom many in the establishment have
become.

There is nothing colonial nor racist in this iconic chorus. It is a paean to
the liberty of the British, a reminder that we sided against continental
tyrannies and opted for the course of freedom.

It records the success of the British against Spanish invasion and planned
conquest, and against French expansions. Later we were to offer the same
resistance to German attempts at the unification of Europe by military force.

Today our liberties are under pressure. Government in the name of tackling
the pandemic has made unprecedented inroads into our personal freedoms for
peace time.Now the threat is much reduced and medical understanding of the
virus increased, it is time to relax the controls further and restore more
dignity and judgement to us all.

Schools should make more of their own decisions about how to keep their staff
and pupils safe, and not expect a detailed government blueprint about how and
where they hold classes. Businesses need to set out their own approach to
hygiene and safety, explaining it to customers who can decide whether to go
there or not.

Local and national government places more and more restrictions on people
getting about in cars in ways which sometimes make town and city centres more
dangerous for all involved as well as more frustrating for pedestrians as
well as drivers.

Government is in danger of taking too much to itself. Leaving more to a free
people and their private and public sector institutions beyond central
government is the right way forward. It will produce better answers, a more
prosperous society and see off the threat of a new slavery.

Jaguar the brand

I would like Jaguar to succeed as a UK manufacturer and have been worried by
recent news reports of poor sales figures and issues over a possible partner.
The value of the brand rests in part on the loyal following of past Jaguar
owners which they need to consider as they plan their future products.

The company needs to ask itself why it is selling so few Jaguars. Did it lose
past customers by the way it treated them in its search for a new generation
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and style of customer?

When they dropped the S type and went to the XF they allowed the press to
write that they were looking for a new younger breed of Jaguar buyer. To find
these new buyers they changed from a car which was clearly part of the Jaguar
design heritage in modern idiom, to a vehicle that did not have much Jaguar
about it. The shape of the XF was similar to the Vauxhall Insignia which did
that design well at cheaper prices. They then decided to make the legendary
XJ into a stretched version of the smaller car. Maybe that did not work as
they hoped.

Did they do some selling down? Were they seeking to get established owners to
buy smaller and cheaper variants to boost the sales of newer products?

In recent years the Land Rover and Range Rover brands have powered far more
sales than Jaguar. There the company has managed to preserve the essence of
the old whilst creating cars that are clearly new. They have kept more past
customers whilst attracting new ones.

I read that Jaguar have decided to delay the entry of their electric XJ
Jaguar. I presume they have carried out sales research and decided there are
too few potential buyers. They should do a bit more research into what people
who have liked the brand in the past might buy, as that could still be a
useful reservoir of potential custom.

What some like about the brand is its past ability to harness great British
design and to produce the cars in a UK factory. Some are not looking for a
clone of the great Jaguars of the past, but a modern embodiment of the design
inspirations that made past vehicles iconic and distinctive in their day .
The theme was Grace, Pace, Space. It is important that when they launch a new
car it has some of the flair and brilliance of the E type or the Mark II
Sports saloon. They were radical new cars on launch, but they kept alive the
tradition of beautiful lines, good performance and a more affordable price
than many luxury car competitors. The ageing XF and XJ do need replacement.
Bring on a proper Jaguar. We need that to restore the sales. There is no
fundamental reason why Jaguar should be so far behind BMW or Mercedes in
selling cars.

Time for a quango review

Now Public Health England and Ofqual have shown their capacity to make
headlines and to raise the issue of how independent they are of Ministers, it
is a good time to ask how many of these so called independent bodies do we
need?

I have long argued there is no such thing as an independent public sector
body. It is possible for one to appear to be independent and to act on its
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own for a long time if there is political agreement about its role and if it
performs well or avoids the searchlight of media criticism. As soon as what
it does becomes contentious or is done badly, Ministers are expected to sort
it out and often held to blame for the original lapses by the organisation.

The best model is for Ministers to accept they will be held responsible for
the work of these bodies,and for them to hold regular reviews of the policy,
conduct and success of these organisations to satisfy themselves they can
defend them if necessary. It is a good job to give to experienced Ministers
of State on behalf of busy Cabinet Ministers. When I used to do this, I
typically held a budget meeting once a year to go over their financial bids
for the year ahead, a meeting to review the previous year’s work and
achievements at the time of the Annual report, and strategic or issue
meetings if necessary.

The Minister cannot assume an independent body is putting in an acceptable
bid for resources. He or she also needs to provide some check on the wish of
many of these bodies to put up fees and charges on people using their
services, especially where the use is involuntary because the person has to
buy a permit or licence from them . The Minister may need to explain the
public sensitivities and reaction to the quango to its senior personnel. If
things start to go wrong the Minister needs to request better performance. In
bad cases management would have to be changed.

All this is a lot of work. It also comes with additional cost, as the quango
will want its own headquarters and other facilities, its own computer
systems, own accounting system, audit and the rest. Much of this could be
supplied more cheaply by doing the work within the Department using the
common facilities of government. Its top management may be offered higher
salaries and there will be more of them than if the function is run within
the department. There needs in each case to be some offsetting benefits for
these additional costs.

In some cases the Agency is able to attract specialist talent and a good CEO
to offer higher quality service and more efficiency than the sponsor
Department could do. In other cases it is just an added overhead, with more
difficulty for the Minister to control the body and get the quality and
volume of work out of it the public and government needs. Now would be a good
time to review these bodies in each department, and come up with a 5 year
plan to manage them out or ensure their success under correctly skilled and
motivated management. Far too much activity is hived off in this way, leading
to crises for government , the Quango and the Minister concerned when
something goes wrong as with Public Health England and Ofqual recently.



Slaves to R?

With stories circulating that some think we need a new national lock down
because R may be over 1, we need to go over old ground on these inaccurate
numbers. Sage updates us on R, a measure of how many people someone with CV
19 will infect, and on the growth rate in infections.

The latest SAGE Report says the R figure is now in the range 0.9 to 1.1, a
22% spread. The Report admits R “cannot be measured directly so there is
always uncertainty”. They tell us different groups work R out in different
ways. Some use hospital admissions and death rates data. This used to be the
main way which I criticised in the past. They now concede this data may have
a lag of 2-3 weeks in it. There are also the issues over how reliable the
death rate figures are as some of the CV 19 ascribed deaths are people who
had had the disease well before death and had other serious medical problems.
Some use contact pattern surveys of people’s behaviour. This relies on people
providing accurate returns, and leaves open big judgements about how it
relates to the spread of the disease. The third identified system is the one
that should produce more accurate results being based on the consistent and
regular testing of a sample of the population. This should in particular give
more accurate figures for growth or decline in the disease which would be a
more useful figure than an estimated R.

SAGE blends the results from all these different methods , arguing they
should draw on all of them as “there is uncertainty in all the data surveys
so estimates can vary between different models”. You would have thought
instead of this consensus blended approach they would identify the most
accurate ways of calculating relevant figures and create consistent and
accurate data to do so. They give us these ranges, and then add
qualifications. They point out where the incidence is now small the data may
be more unreliable.

Because they are combining results from a range of ways of computing R, all
with their problems, they present it as a range.  They assert that “The most
likely true values are somewhere towards the middle of these ranges”. Why?
What if the sample testing result was at one of the extremes? Shouldn’t this
be taken more seriously as a better indicator of growth rates and therefore
of R? They also stress local areas can have flare ups which are not
representative of the surrounding region or local government area.

People deciding to lock down places and areas need clear and reliable data
that there is a real problem with a surge in the virus and its spread. These
generalised stories based on national R estimates are not the way to settle
whether the economy can recover or whether we can have some of our lost
freedoms back.
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Dear Constituent

As we approach the next phase of the pandemic response where all businesses
and services are allowed to re-open subject to social distancing rules, I
thought I should write to you about where we have reached in handling the
crisis. I will start today by looking at the response to the virus itself.

During the last six months I have pressed Ministers to work with doctors and
scientists on a better set of treatments for serious cases of the virus. MPs
without medical qualifications of course do not offer medical advice, but it
is the job of Ministers to ask the profession for results and evidence about
what might work. The early response to rely on oxygen, escalating to patients
being placed on ventilators left us with a high death rate amongst serious
cases. Ministers and advisers have been pressing for controlled trials of a
range of therapies. So far this has resulted in the adoption of an anti viral
drug which has reduced the time people suffer from the illness and helped
recovery in a significant minority of patients. It has led to the approval of
a steroid to deal with those patients that have extreme and damaging immune
reactions to the virus. It has also led to some doctors considering blood
clot busting drugs where there is evidence of clots on the lungs impeding the
passage of oxygen into the bloodstream. There are other treatments which are
proposed around the world which await conclusive evaluation here by the NHS.
This is important, as we all wish to see the death rate down and suffering
reduced.

I have taken up the issue of the spread of the disease in hospitals and care
homes. Ministers have set policy to avoid the early release of CV 19 patients
from hospital into care homes where they might spread the disease. They have
also assured me the NHS is imposing strict standards of infection control,
and seeking to isolate CV 19 patients and their treatment from other patients
and procedures in General Hospitals. This is important not only to cut the
spread of the virus, but also to reassure other users of the NHS hospital
services that they are not at risk through attending a District General
Hospital. My preferred solution of using the new Nightingale hospitals for CV
19 cases, leaving the General hospitals CV 19 free was not adopted, despite
the obvious success in creating that substantial extra capacity quickly near
the peak of the outbreak.

I have throughout sought to get from the government more accurate, consistent
and reliable numerical data about cases of the disease and death rates from
the disease. These are crucial to assessing the so called R rate or pace of
spread of the virus, and to seeing how successful the NHS is at treating
cases and bringing down the death rate as we all wish. Even in the last few
days there have been changes to the figures for the number of deaths, as it
has emerged again that past published figures were probably overstating the
totals. The latest realignment puts the English figures onto a more
comparable basis with Scotland by only citing CV 19 where the patient had it
within 28 days of death. It still leaves open judgements about whether
someone died of CV 19 or died of something else whilst also having had CV 19.
The government did decide to seek a more accurate take on the rate of spread
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by sample testing the general population over time to see how the proportion
with the virus varied. This was clearly a better way of judging it than
trying to derive it from death rates which were based around changing and not
entirely reliable numbers.

As we go forward I trust Ministers will press for more accuracy in data about
incidence of the disease and death rates. They need to ensure decisions about
local lock downs are well based, and to contain further outbreaks by a good
test and trace system. As the Prime Minister has stated, we cannot afford
another general lock down and must find other ways of countering the virus
whilst allowing business and social life to revive.

Yours sincerely


